Channel wall erosion of a 500 W class SPT-type Hall thruster was computed by using a 2D3V Fully Kinetic Particle-In-Cell Direct Simulation Monte Carlo model. Electrons are treated as particles and their trajectories are directly calculated in order to achieve self-consistent simulation. Compared with previous studies, the calculation acceleration technique of artificial electric permittivity was not implemented to avoid change of physics. In addition, the BN channel wall was included into the calculation domain to improve the wall sheath calculation for accurate wall erosion prediction. The calculation results of both case "without BN wall" and case "with BN wall" are presented and compared with the experimental data. Better agreement was achieved by the new case "with BN wall" rather than the conventional case "without BN wall", which indicates the importance of calculating the electric field within the insulator wall.
Introduction
A Hall thruster is one of the most attractive space propulsion systems. It performs at high specific impulse, high thrust efficiency, and high thrust density 1) . However, one of the major issues of Hall thrusters is their lifetime limit. More than 3,000 hours of operation are necessary for typical missions 2) , which is still a difficult requirement to satisfy. Therefore, extended lifetime performance is critically important for Hall thrusters' further development and application.
The primary lifetime-limiting factor of Hall thrusters is the channel wall erosion caused by ion bombardment inside the discharge channel. However, it is very costly to conduct wall erosion endurance test, and also plasma diagnostics are difficult to implement near the insulator wall area. Thus, for erosion reduction toward lifetime extension, it is important to numerically model the interaction of plasma discharge and channel wall material.
Numerical erosion simulations of various Hall thrusters were conducted in different institutes [3] [4] [5] , and most of the works use Hybrid Particle-In-Cell (PIC) models which have low computational cost. However, Hybrid-PIC models assume quasi-neutrality throughout the calculation domain, which means they cannot calculate wall sheath region and electron energy distribution function (EEDF) directly, and have to introduce complex wall sheath model and Maxwellian EEDF instead. Because these assumptions largely reduce the self-consistency of the simulation, we selected a 2D3V fully kinetic PIC Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) model in this study.
There are drawbacks also for fully kinetic models, for example, high computational cost, acceleration technique of changing mass ratio and artificial electric permittivity, as well as difficulties in treatment of boundary conditions at the insulator wall. Therefore, improvement of the model is necessary for precise erosion prediction. In this study, compared with previous work of MIT group 6) , first we did not Trans. JSASS Aerospace Tech. Japan Vol. 10, No. ists28 (2012) Pb_26 implement the technique of artificially manipulating the vacuum permittivity, in order to avoid change of physics 7) . Secondly, to improve the field boundary condition toward precise wall sheath and erosion prediction, the Boron Nitride (BN) channel wall was included into the calculation domain, and the electric field inside the insulator was calculated. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the 2D3V fully kinetic PIC DSMC model. Equations used for potential and electric calculation in the conventional case "without BN wall" are written as:
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Simulation outline
where � is charge density and � � is vacuum permittivity. Whereas in the new case "with BN wall", Eq. (1) was replaced by Eq. (3), which is the integrated form of the Poisson equation with non-uniform electric permittivity.
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The electric permittivity � can be written as:
where � is the volume fraction of individual cell, and � is the volume. The particle trajectories are calculated by the equation of motion in cylindrical coordinates, which is written as Eq. (6) . A fourth order Runge-Kutta method was implemented to solve the equation.
For modeling of inter-particle collision, we used DSMC collision model. Each time step we calculated the probability of collision for each pair of collision candidates, and decided whether they really collide with each other or not by random number. 
Numerical assumption
Several numerical assumptions were necessary for the fully kinetic PIC DSMC model. Table 1 summarizes the assumptions used in this study.
First, the calculation technique of artificial mass ratio 8) was introduced. The mass of electron was artificially increased by the factor of 2,500 in this study. However, the artificial electric permittivity was not implemented to avoid summing up nonlinear correction effects.
Instead of modeling all of the real particles, the concept of super particle was introduced. In this study, one simulation particle represents 5.0×10 7 real particles. There exist about 0.4 million super particles throughout the calculation domain for typical condition.
Because the code ignores azimuthal electric field, the Bohm diffusion was introduced with a coefficient of 1/16 to compensate for the reduced electron mobility across the magnetic field 9) . The magnetic field induced by the plasma is considered to be negligible 9) . Thus, the magnetic field distribution was assumed to be constant, and calculated in advance. It is to be noted that the assumptions of super particle, Bohm diffusion, and constant magnetic field are also necessary for hybrid PIC models.
As for the variety of particle species and collisions considered, three kinds of dominant particles; ions, electrons, and neutrals were simulated, and three kinds of most probable collisions; Xe -e -ionization, Xe -e -excitation, and Xe -e -scattering were modeled. The fraction of multiply charged ions was considered to be small, and was neglected. 
Hall thruster
The geometry of SPT-type Hall thruster of the University of Tokyo was modeled in this study. This thruster was selected because all the specifications and experimental data of thruster and lifetime performance are available 10, 11) . Figure 2 shows the schematic of the thruster, and Table 2 presents its specification. The magnetic field configuration calculated by FEMM is shown by Fig. 3 . The larger bold square denotes the calculation domain including the BN wall, whereas the smaller one shows the calculation domain without BN wall. Uniform rectangular grid in cylindrical coordinate was used for the cell networks. 
Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for potential calculation are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , for the case "without BN wall" and the case "with BN wall" respectively. Colored areas show each calculation domain. For both cases, charge accumulation on the BN wall surface due to the particle bombardment was taken into account. However, the treatment of BN wall is largely different. In the conventional case "without BN wall", a Neumann condition was used at the wall boundary, whereas in the new case "with BN wall", the wall region was directly solved, and the Neumann condition was imposed at the backside of BN wall. At the same time, magnetic circuit boundary appears in the case "with BN wall", where we imposed measured floating potential. Figure 6 presents the boundary conditions for particles. Electrons are injected from the "Exit" and "Plume" boundaries to preserve the local quasi-neutrality. Practically, whenever the number of ions exceeds that of the electrons at these electron injecting boundary cells, electrons are injected with the number which exactly neutralize the net charge of each individual cell. The particle boundary conditions are the same for both cases. 
Sputter model
The channel wall erosion caused by ion bombardment is evaluated in terms of channel wall reduction rate. The sputtering yield model can be written as:
where is the sputtering yield as the function of incident ion energy when the incident angle is normal to the wall surface, and is the normalized angular yield dependence. According to Yamamura and Tawara model, 12) the ion energy dependence of normal sputtering yield can be written as:
where is incident ion energy, are fitting parameters, and is threshold energy. Figure 7 shows the curve fit based on the experimental result of normal sputtering yield measurements conducted by Garnier et al. 13) and Yalin et al.
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The used fitting parameters were , and . Figure 8 presents the curve fit of the angular sputter yield model. 13) The angular sputtering yield was normalized by the normal sputtering yield. Figure 9 shows the simulation result of potential distribution for both cases. The result was time-averaged through 0.1 ms of converged calculation. The convergence of the calculation was judged by macro discharge parameters.
Results
Potential
In the case "without BN wall" result, a relatively high potential (~150 V) was sustained through the discharge channel, and drastically drops to zero at the end of calculation domain. Besides, almost no radial electric field exists inside the channel, which is considered to be not reasonable. However, in the case "with BN wall" result, the potential smoothly drops toward the exit boundary, and reasonable radial electric field can be seen. Figure 10 and Fig. 11 present the extracted radial potential distribution of each case. Potential drop of wall sheath at the vicinity of BN wall can be observed for both cases. Clearly, the case "without BN wall" largely underestimates the potential drop compared with the theoretical value (10 -20 V), whereas the case "with BN wall" simulated reasonable wall sheath. Moreover, pre-sheath was also successfully simulated in the case "with BN wall" so that the potential gradually decreases from the channel center toward the wall sheath. Table 3 shows the comparison of macro thrust performance between experiment and two simulation cases. Basically, the simulation results underestimate the discharge current, which is supposed to be caused by the uncertainty of Bohm diffusion model. The largest difference of the two simulation cases can be found in the result of thrust. The case "without BN wall" estimated 25% higher thrust than the experimental data, whereas the case "with BN wall" showed good agreement with the experimental data. The large discrepancy of the case "without BN wall" is clearly caused by small vector loss and high energy utilization due to its potential distribution. Figure 12 presents the simulated outer channel wall reduction rate. The results of inner channel wall had the same tendency as the outer ones, and were omitted. The horizontal axis is the axial position, where zero is the channel exit. Figure 13 shows the time-averaged result of ion bombardment flux density towards the outer channel wall. For both simulation cases, the graph shows that the reduction rate monotonically increases toward the channel exit, which is a well-known tendency of Hall thrusters 15) . As for the channel wall reduction rate, the case "with BN wall" predicts higher value than the case "without BN wall", and is closer to the experimental result. As for the ion flux density, the case "without BN wall" basically estimated higher value than the case "with BN wall". This result indicates that the average incident ion energy is much higher for the case "with BN wall". In fact, the average incident ion energy at the channel exit is 64 eV for the case "without BN wall", and 101 eV for the case "with BN wall".
Thruster performance
The absolute value of reduction rates at the channel exit was still underestimated than the measured result 11) even for the case "with BN wall". This discrepancy is supposed to be caused by the uncertainty of normal sputtering yield model in the low ion energy region. Further experimental study of the sputtering model is envisaged for precise lifetime prediction. 
Discussion
Better agreement with the experimental data was obtained by the new case "with BN wall" rather than the conventional case "without BN wall". This result indicates the importance of calculating the potential inside the insulator wall adjacent to the plasma. The electric field within the BN wall is neither negligible nor uniform especially near the channel exit due to the presence of magnetic circuit. Therefore, the Neumann boundary condition is no longer valid, and resulted in unrealistic simulation results.
The model of field calculation including the BN wall not only improves the simulation result, but also provides easier lifetime prediction of Hall thrusters. Unlike the conventional method, rebuilding of cell networks is no longer necessary for calculation with recessed channel wall after erosion. Instead, one only has to update the place of wall, and the corresponding distribution of electric permittivity.
Conclusion
A 2D3V fully kinetic PIC DSMC channel wall erosion study of a SPT-type Hall thruster was conducted. In order to improve the self-consistency and accuracy of the model, artificial electric permittivity was eliminated from the simulation. At the same time, the insulator channel wall was included into the calculation domain, and the electric field inside the insulator was directly calculated. The simulation of the new model was compared with that of the conventional model and experimental data.
More successful simulation results including thruster performance, wall sheath modeling, and erosion rate estimation were obtained by the new model "with BN wall". The model can be improved by more precise Bohm diffusion model and sputtering yield model. In a future step, lifetime simulations which predict the change of the channel geometry should be conducted by using this model.
